Fire & Safety
Function / Meeting Room Floor Plan.

In case of Tsunami

Head to the Stairway and go up to Hotel Rooftop
Electric Fire Pump
Engine fire pump
3 Emergency Generator backup
Fire Alarm Control Panel
Fire Alarm Control Panel
Smoke Detector
Heat Detector
Sprinkle
Fire alarm Speaker
Fire Pull Station
Fire Hydrants & Fire Hose Cabinet at villas area
Fire Hose Reel at main building
Fire Extinguisher
Fire Exit sings
Emergency Light
All lift service are Fire lift
Fire Tuk Tuk
CCTV System
35 CCTV camera in the hotel
Emergency Response Team (ERT)
Emergency Response Team Monthly Meeting & training
Emergency Response Team
Annual fire drill & training
Annual Fire drill training
Annual Fire drill training
Annual Fire drill training
Annul fire drill training
Annul Tsunami evacuation drill
Annul Tsunami evacuation drill
Tsunami Sings
Three of Exit staircase in the main building
Main Building Evacuation Plan Floor-M
Main Building Evacuation Plan
Room 4002 [4th Floor]

In case of fire inside your room:
- Remain calm.
- Dial "0" and inform the telephone operator immediately.
- Shut all doors and windows but do not lock them before leaving your room.
- If there are any hotel personnel on duty on the way, notify them immediately.
- Walk down the nearest exit staircase to the assembly point.
- Do not use elevators.
- Notify the reception desk.

In case of fire outside your room:
- The alarm will be given by the hotel personnel or by the intermittent ringing of the floor bell for 3 minutes.
- When you hear the fire alarm, leave your room immediately to the nearest exit staircase to the assembly point.
- Shut all doors and windows but do not lock them before leaving your room.
- Do not use elevators.
- Follow the instructions given by the hotel management.
- If the corridor or staircase are filled with smoke, stay in your room. Close all doors and place wet material stuffed in the cracks. That will protect you for a long time.
- Go to the window and let people know you are there.
Villa Evacuation Plan (100 Series)

Villa Evacuation Plan
Room 101 [ 100 Series ]

In case of fire inside your room:
- Reach a calm.
- Dial "0" and inform the telephone operator immediately.
- Shut all doors and windows but do not lock them before leaving your room.
- If there are any heat or smoke, exit the room by the nearest exit or window. Do not use the elevator.
- Notify the reception desk.

In case of fire outside your room:
- The alarm will be given by the hotel personnel or by the intermittent ringing of the fire bell for 1 minute.
- When you hear the fire alarm, leave your room immediately by the nearest exit or staircase.
- Test all doors and windows but do not lock them before leaving your room.
- Follow the instructions given by the hotel management.
- If the corridor or staircase are filled with smoke, stay in your room. Close all doors and place wet material stuffed in the cracks. That will protect you for a long time.
- Go to the window and let people know you are there.
Villa Evacuation Plan (200 Series)

In case of fire inside your room
- Remain calm.
- Exit "W" and inform the telephone operator immediately.
- Open all doors and windows but do not lock them before leaving your room.
- If there are any hotel personnel on duty on the way, notify them immediately.
- Walk down the hotel lobby and notify the reception desk.

In case of fire outside your room
- The alarm will be given by the hotel personnel or by the international ringing of the floor bells for 1 minute.
- When you hear the fire alarm, leave your room immediately to the nearest exit staircase to the assembly point.
- Shut all doors and windows but do not lock them before leaving your room.
- Follow the instructions given by the hotel management.
Villa Evacuation Plan
Room 301 [ 300 Series ]

In case of fire inside your room
- Remain calm
- Dial "0" and inform the telephone operator immediately.
- Shut all doors and windows but do not lock them before leaving your room.
- If there are any hotel personnel on duty on the way, notify them immediately.
- Walk down the hotel lobby and notify the reception desk.

In case of fire outside your room
- The alarm will be given by the hotel personnel or by the intermittent ringing of the floor bells for 1 minute.
- When you hear the fire alarm, leave your room immediately to the nearest exit staircase to the assembly point.
- Shut all doors and windows but do not lock them before leaving your room.
- Follow the instructions given by the hotel management.

Villa Evacuation Plan (300 Series)
**Villa Evacuation Plan (400 Series)**

**Room 401**

**In case of fire inside your room**
- Remain calm.
- Dial "0" and inform the telephone operator immediately.
- Shut all doors and windows but do not lock them before leaving your room.
- If there are any hotel personnel on duty on the way, notify them immediately.
- Walk down the hotel lobby and notify the reception desk.

**In case of fire outside your room**
- The alarm will be given by the hotel personnel or by the intermittent ringing of the fire bells for 1 minutes.
- When you hear the fire alarm, leave your room immediately and exit using the nearest exit staircase to the assembly point.
- Shut all doors and windows but do not lock them before leaving your room.
- Follow the instructions given by the hotel management.
Villa Evacuation Plan
Room 501 [500 Series]

In case of fire inside your room:
- Follow instructions.
- Dial 110 and inform the telephone operator immediately.
- Shut all doors and windows but do not lock them before leaving your room.
- If there are any toxic fumes, stay on the way, notify them immediately.
- Walk down the hotel lobby and notify the reception desk.

In case of fire outside your room:
- The alarm will be given by the hotel personnel or by the intercom system.
- When you hear the fire alarm, leave your room immediately and go to the nearest exit staircase to the assembly point.
- Shut all doors and windows but do not lock them before leaving your room.
- Follow the instructions given by the hotel management.
Villa Evacuation Plan (700 Series)
Thank you

Engineering Department